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Abstract: There are great amount of concrete and reinforced concrete structures under the action of shear
forces. They are important and widely used elements of buildings and constructions, and differ from each other by
the construction determination, dimensions, forms and the character of stress-strain state in the shear plane. The
strength design method is expounded for concrete and reinforced concrete elements by means of variation method
in the concrete plasticity theory that was developed in Poltava National Technical University. There is also
experimental investigation of the following elements: Gvozdev and Mersh specimens, wall-beams and truncated
concrete wedges that simulate work of concrete compressed zone above dangerous inclined crack as the most wellknown from offered for the strain condition and failure load determination for considered types of elements. In
addition wedges and Gvozdev specimens from higher strength concrete have been tested for applicability
determination of given method to these elements. The results of the experimental research have confirmed the
applicability of plasticity zones assumed in the theoretical solutions. The theoretical strength is well coordinated
with the experimental one.
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influenced by empirical factors. Most formulas are
related to the shear friction hypothesis. Chakrabarti
S. et al. [1] concluded that a theory based on the
Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion should be used in
preference to the shear friction theory. Jensen B. [7]
established a formula for the load carrying capacity
of vertical keyed shear joint based on the theory of
plasticity. Christoffersen J. [2] expanded the
application of plastic theory to include both upper
and lower bound solutions in the description of the
capacity of a keyed joint.

Introduction
Concrete and reinforced concrete elements
under the action of shear forces are important and
widely used in the practice of construction. The
mentioned elements include the beams and slabs,
short elements, monolithic massive constructions.
They all differ from each other in the construction
determination, dimensions, forms and the character
of stress-strain state in the shear plane.
The formulas available for prediction of the
ultimate load carrying capacity vary widely and are
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In [17] the load carrying capacity is calculated
by use of the theory of plasticity assuming concrete
and reinforcement steel to be regid-perfect plastic
materials obeying the associated flow rule. The
concrete is considered as a modified Coulomb
material with zero tensile strength. Nielsen M. and
Hoang L. [13] proposed a formula for the
determination of the energy dissipated per unit area
of a failure surface for plain strain problem.
The variation method in the concrete plasticity
theory is developed in PoltNTU for the strength
design of the concrete and reinforced concrete
elements [12]. It can be referred to the engineer
design methods that bring to really easy relations,
don’t need an involvement of the complex computer
programs and found wide distribution in the design
practice.
Fundamental provisions of the strength
design method
The method is based on the following
preconditions:
1. The Balandin-Geniev strength condition is
used [5]

F ( ij )  T 2  m  Tsh2  0,
where
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3. Concrete in ultimate state is considered as
ideally plastic material. As a result a specific
capacity of the concrete deformation Wс has been
found as a function of the shear deformation
velocities;
4. The model of rigid-plastic solid and solution
in dissoluble functions of velocities were used;
5. The parameters of stress-strain state of
reinforcement have been taken according to the
surrounding concrete state.
The function of method in dissoluble functions
of velocities for plane stress state is following:

I l   m  2 B(1  0, 25(Vt / Vn ) 2 )0,5  1 
Sl

Vn dSl   fiVi dSl ,





(3)

where B  1   /(1   ) / 3 ;   f ctd / f cd ;
ΔVt i ΔVn – rupture of tangential and normal to Sl
components of velocity; Sl – failure surface;
fi
– external forces acing upon a solid;
Vi –
velocities of solid parts in direction of action of
corresponding forces.
Gvozdev and Mersh specimens as the most
well-known from the offered specimens for the
determination of concrete strength under action of
“pure shear” and truncated concrete wedges that
model compressed concrete zone of bending
elements above a dangerous inclined crack (DIC)
have been considered.
Kinematially possible failure schemes of
separate concrete elements and relationships for
strength determination are submitted in table 1.
2

(1)

m  f cd  f ctd , T  f cd f ctd / 3 ; Т –
2
sh

intension of the tangent stresses; σ – average stress;
2. The associated law of yielding links together
the irreversible deformation velocities ξij with
stresses σij;
(2)
ij  F /  ij .
The velocity of the volumetric deformation ξij
isn’t equal to zero as a result of concrete dilatation,
which is taken into account by a model;

2

Table 1
Strength of concrete elements under shear action.
№
1

Kinematically possible failure scheme of
Relationship for determination of ultimate load
element
2
3
Gvozdev specimen
Initial data: h, b, fcd, fctd
Unknown: P, k=Vx /Vy, α, β
 2 B (k  tg  )2  0, 25(tg   1)2  
P  m

 (k  tg  )

hbf ctd tg  (k  tg )
hbtg


.
(tg   tg )
(tg   tg )

1
Limitation:
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Wall-beams with variable shear span
Initial data: h, b, L, l, a, fcd, fctd
Unknown: qu, k= Vx /Vy ,α, β
 2 B (k  tg  )2  0, 25(tg   1) 2  
q  m

 (k  tg  )

f ctd (k  tg )(tg    )
(tg   )


.
 (tg  tg  )
 (tg  tg  )
Limitation:

 M  0 

 M  0 ,

 X  0 

(6)

0

B

(7)

with a=0 – Mersh scheme.

1
2
3
First case of truncated concrete wedge failure (with outlet of failure area on the facet that is adjacent to slant angle)
Initial data: hw=DC, bw, α, β, fcd, fctd
Unknown: Pw, k=Vx /Vy, γ
 2 B (k  tg )2  0, 25(ktg  1) 2
Pw  m 
 (k  tg )







hwbw
,
tg cos  (1  k0 k )

(8)

3
where ko=Vw /Nw, Pw=Nw /cosβ.

4

Second case of failure of truncated concrete wedge (with outlet of failure area on the inclined facet)
Initial data: hw, bw, α, β, fcd, fctd
Unknown: Pw, k=Vx /Vy, θ
 2 B (k  tg )2  0, 25(ktg  1) 2  
Pw  m 

 (k  tg )

hwbw

.
cos  (tg  tg )(1  k0 k )
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samples were made from heavy concrete of different
classes.
The failure of samples took place by the surface
which crossed the shear plane and almost coincided
with it (fig. 2, a). Tensoresistores rates indicate the
existence of compressed and tensile sections of
failure surface. In the middle part of working section
tension has been fixed, whereas compression has
been found near inlet corners.

Experimental researches
The experimental program included the study of
the strain condition and determination of failure load
for considered types of elements.
Gvozdev samples. For taking up the tension
stresses that appear in horizontal plane during
loading, upper and lower parts of sample by external
sides either were reinforced or pressed out with the
help of external stirrups (fig. 1, a). 10 [16] and 7 [8]

b

a

d
c
Figure 1 – Specimen in press during testing: a – Gvozdev sample; b – Mersh sample; c – beam-wall
with variable shear span; d – truncated concrete wedge.
with gradation every 50 mm parameter η=l/h was
constant and equal to 0,65 (fig. 1, c).
Two failure cases were fixed – by the vertical
(Mersh scheme) and inclined (with variable shear
span) sections via displacement of central part of
element vertically down relative to side (fig. 2, b, c).
It has been established that by increasing of
shear span a angle of slope of compressed zone to
vertical and strength of samples decreased, and angle
of slope of tensile zone to vertical increased.
Truncated concrete wedges. At the first stage
18 (11 + 7) truncated wedges of claydite-concrete of
two different classes by strength have been made
[16]. During series wedge angle α (15°, 30°, 45°) and
load angle β with constant α were varied from 0° to α
+ (0±10)°. At the second stage 17 claydite-concrete
wedges have been tested [8], for those the force Pw
was directed as to the slant angle, as from it.
Low parts of specimens were reinforced for
failure prevention. Load was transferred on truncated
facet of element under different angles using special
patented device (fig. 1, d).

There were also carried out additional
researches concerning failure of Gvozdev samples of
higher strength concrete. Scheme of their failure is
similar to described before, what indicates the
existence of the plasticity zones in Gvozdev samples
of higher strength concrete. Development of plastic
deformations has been observed in compressed zones
of samples, although failure character was brittle.
Beam-walls with constant (Mersh samples)
and variable shear span. During experimental
researches of ten beam-walls from heavy concrete
with height h = 150mm that work after Mersh
scheme (fig. 1, b) dimensions of lower plates varied
(l = 80, 100, 150 mm) that led to variation in
experiment of parameter η=l/h.
For considered samples was typical that by load
level of 0,5 – 0,7 from failure in their lower part
normal crack appeared, which retained its opening
width as constant in the further loading.
During testing of 7 beam-walls from heavy
concrete with variable shear span а = 0 ÷ 100 mm
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c

b
a

d
Figure 2 – The failure character of: a - Gvozdev sample; b – Mersh sample; c – beam-wall with variable
shear span; d – truncated concrete wedge.

During testing truncated wedges of the first and
second series collapsed near slant angle (case I),
obtuse angle (case II) or both angles (case III) (fig. 2,
d). The wedge strength doesn’t depend from angle α
in case I and rises with the increasing

For each of the shear cases as the failure forms
the mean arithmetic relation of theoretical f shcalc to
experimental f shtest strength X  f shcalc / f shtest , square
mean deviation σn-1 and factor of a variation ν
specified relation were determined.
Gvozdev samples. Data of 45 samples have
been worked up [6, 8, 15, 16]. Following values of
statistic characteristics have been received:
X  1,036 ,  n1  0,181,   17, 43% .

of tg β value. The wedge strength reduces with
the β increasing and rises with the α increasing in
case II realisation. The β angle doesn’t depend on
strength in case III. Once angles meet
< +5
condition relationships “loading – strain” for
compressed zone show the development of
considerable plastic strain of concrete. For
+5
samples collapsed brittly. The received results
conform with known data for heavy concrete by
Mytrofanov V. [11] and confirm the possibility of
application of the theory of plasticity for solving
problems for the given type.
In addition wedges from higher strength
concrete have been made and tested [3]. In testing
samples considerable deformations have been
observed in failure zone, their biggest values attained
to magnitude of εc = 160×10-5. The failure mode
doesn’t change relatively to samples of first and
second series.
Convergence analysis of theoretical strength
with experimental.
ISPC Generalization of scientific results,
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Mersh samples. The test results of 25 samples
have been worked up [14, 17, 19, 21], for which the
following statistic characteristics have been found:
with reduced length of equal loading lred=2l/3 (
X  0,715 ,  n 1  0,118,   16,5% ) and lred=0,5l (
X  0,855,  n 1  0,142 ,   16,7% ). Thus fc varied in
limits from 14 MPa to 39 MPa, and l/h varied from
0,4 to 1.
Beam-walls with variable shear span. The
results of researches of 13 samples have been worked
up, for which the following statistic characteristics
have been received:
X  0,883 ,  n1  0,165 ,
  18,64% .
Truncated concrete wedges. While comparing
the experimental and theoretical strength of the
truncated concrete wedges simulating the work of a
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compressed zone of concrete above DIC of
reinforced concrete elements, for 112 samples (17 –
[8], 14 – [16] and 81 – [11]) the following statistical
characteristics have been received: X  0,9 ,  n1  0,11
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At complex non-uniform stress-strain states the
externally brittle failure character cannot be the cause
of impossibility to apply the plasticity theory to the
concrete and reinforced concrete elements strength
design. The precondition about ideal plasticity is
applicable to concrete, if there are no tension zones
in an element, causing brittle failure, or the stress
level in them lags behind the stress level in the
compressed zones. The results of the carried out
experimental research have confirmed applicability
of plasticity zones assumed in the theoretical
solutions, and also the influence of strength factors,
which were provided for by the design.
The theoretical strength is well coordinated
with the experimental one.
Thus, the stated method of strength design for
concrete and reinforced concrete elements under the
action of shear forces combines important for
practice advantages: accuracy, generality and
comparative simplicity.

,   12, 22% . Thus concrete strength of samples
varied within the limits fc = 7,2 ÷ 55,3 MPa.
Conclusions
For the solution of practical problems the
various shear cases as the failure forms are of great
importance. For all this the design of their strength is
made by the empirical formulas having individual
character, narrow area of applicability and
insufficient accuracy limiting completeness of
optimization and reliability of structures.
With the help of the sufficiently general
method, based on concrete plasticity theory, the
strength problem solution has been received for
Gvozdev and Mersh samples at shear and truncated
concrete wedges.
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